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Abstract
In a typical algorithmic learning model, a learner has to identify a target object from partial information. Conversely, in a
teaching model a teacher has to give information that allows the learners to identify a target object. We devise two variants of the
classical teaching model for Boolean concept classes, based on the teaching dimension, and describe them by teaching-dimension-
like combinatorial parameters. In the first model, the learners choose consistent hypotheses with least complexity. We show that
1-decision lists are the harder to teach the longer they are and that 2-term DNFs are the harder to teach the more terms they have.
This contrasts with the teachability results for these classes in the teaching-dimension model. In our second model, the learners
choose consistent hypotheses based on the assumption that the teacher is optimal. We show that monomials can be taught with a
linear number of examples, whereas some 1-decision lists need exponentially many.
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1. Introduction
One goal of algorithmic learning theory is to give a precise meaning to the term learning in various scenarios. Its
motivation is twofold. First, the capability of learning is an important sign of intelligence and thus of interest from an
artificial intelligence perspective. Second, based on the view that cognitive processes are also just algorithms, insight
into human learning behavior is sought. In some learning scenarios, most notably in school, an important part of
the whole learning process is a teacher. However, most algorithmic learning models neglect teachers or model them
only rudimentarily. Creating models in which the teacher plays a bigger role should help modeling these scenarios
more realistically. In addition, the investigation of teaching is motivated in its own right. Not only is teaching a natural
complement of the well investigated and important notion of learning, it also occurs in practice in form of the so-called
intelligent tutoring systems [18,19] that in some sense perform what could be called algorithmic teaching.
In this paper we describe some implausible effects of the classical model for teaching Boolean functions. As a
remedy we investigate two natural variants of this model. At this point, teaching might seem a rather vague notion,
with more than one way to formalize. In order to give a clearer and more precise idea of the teaching framework
under consideration here and how it relates to more common models in learning theory, we shall first briefly review
the scenarios that underlie most traditional models for algorithmic learning.
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The central part of every model for algorithmic learning, such as inductive inference (Gold [11]), PAC learning
(Valiant [33]) or query learning (Angluin [1]), is a learner receiving information about an unknown target object from
an information source. To be consistent with our later nomenclature, we shall henceforth call the information source a
teacher. Formally, such a teacher can be represented by an arbitrary series of information (as in inductive inference),
by an arbitrary probability distribution over all information (as in PAC learning), or by an omniscient oracle (as in
query learning). In any case, the learner’s goal is to identify the target from whatever information the teacher gives.
Moreover the learner is required to be successful for many different teachers. These teachers have to satisfy some
minimum requirements only, such as giving correct information or making all information available. But other than
that they are considered to be adversarial and indifferent to the learner’s success or failure. Learning in this sense thus
means identifying an object under every admissible teacher. Canonical questions asked within such models are: What
can be learned? By what algorithms? What is the complexity of learning?
These models correspond, for example, to the situation of a robot trying to explore an unknown environment,
or of a human scientist deriving laws of nature from observations and experiments. However, they do not properly
describe another common learning scenario, namely the situation in a classroom, where a student learns from human
teachers or from textbooks. Even though a student is often confronted with teachers and textbooks of varying quality,
these information sources can hardly ever be considered adversarial. Rather, they tend to give the information in a
sensible way. This scenario inspired the development of models in which the teacher tries to give helpful information,
thereby aiding the student’s learning process. Models of this type have been developed by Freivalds, Kinber, and
Wiehagen [10] as well as Jain, Lange, and Nessel [21] within the inductive inference framework. In their model,
called learning from good examples, the teacher is defined rather implicitly. A more explicit teacher is featured in the
model by Angluin and Krik¸is [2,3]. Jackson and Tomkins [20] as well as Goldman and Mathias [13] and Mathias [25]
defined models similar in spirit for teaching Boolean functions. Learning in this sense thus means identifying an
object from one particular teacher.
All models mentioned so far are meant to formalize the notion of learning in different scenarios and focus
exclusively or to some extent on the learner. In order to formalize the notion of teaching, new models must be devised
that focus exclusively on the teacher. In terms of the classroom scenario, the task of a teacher is to present information
to many different students who are all supposed to learn the subject matter quickly. Teaching in this sense means
giving information about a target object such that all admissible learners identify it. This is in a sense converse to
learning models, in which the learner has to cope with all admissible teachers.
On a very rough level, we can thus differentiate between three kinds of models:
• Learning models: a learner copes well with all teachers.
• Helpful teacher models: a learner copes well with a particular teacher.
• Teaching models: a teacher copes well with all learners.
The canonical questions in a teaching model are: What can be taught? By what algorithm? What is the complexity
of teaching? In this paper we are primarily interested in the last question. We thus compare teaching models with
respect to the measure of teachability they define.
To date, there is basically one formal teaching model, devised independently by Shinohara and Miyano [31],
Goldman and Kearns [12], as well as Anthony, Brightwell, Cohen, and Shawe-Taylor [4]. It is a straightforward and
natural model for teaching Boolean functions (concepts) over finite domains. This model provides a measure, called
the teaching dimension, for the teachability of individual concepts as well as for classes of concepts. It can, however,
yield implausible results: Small and simple classes can appear as hard to teach as big and complex ones; and within
a class, simpler concepts can appear harder to teach than more complex ones. In this paper we define variants of the
teaching dimension in order to get more plausible measures for teachability. We shall come back to these variants later
and for now continue with an informal description of the original teaching-dimension model.
At the beginning of the teaching process, the teacher is given a target object from a class of possible objects. Then,
in every round, the teacher selects some piece of information about that object and gives it to a set of learners. Every
learner in turn computes a hypothesis based on all information received so far. The process ends as soon as all learners
hypothesize the target. The number of rounds until this kind of teaching success is achieved depends on the teacher,
and the minimum number of rounds taken over all teachers then is a measure for the teachability of the target object.
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The number of rounds for teaching a given target crucially depends on the properties of the learners that are to be
taught. The most basic assumption about them is that they always hypothesize an object that fits all information
seen so far and is contained in the underlying class of objects. In other words the learners are consistent and
class preserving. Consistency means that the learner incorporates all information received during teaching. Class
preserving means that the learner incorporates all a priori information about the target into the hypothesis. Both
properties together mean that the learner uses all available information. Either property can be weakened by allowing
some errors in the hypothesis or by allowing the learner to choose from a larger set of hypotheses (called class
comprising learning). The latter is mainly motivated by the fact that it is sometimes computationally simpler
to find a consistent hypothesis in a larger class of hypotheses than in the underlying class (see, for example,
Pitt and Valiant [27] for k-term DNFs vs. k-CNFs). In this paper we mainly focus on information theoretical
aspects of teaching and pay little attention to the computational complexity of the associated learning task. We
can thus assume all learners to make optimal use of the given information, that is, to be consistent and class
preserving.
To make all class preserving and consistent learners hypothesize the target, the teacher has to present enough
information for the target object to be the only consistent object in the class. The smallest amount of such information
is called the teaching dimension of the target with respect to the class. The largest teaching dimension of all objects
in a class is the teaching dimension of this class.
Let us consider the following example. The class contains n + 1 binary strings of length n. One string consists
entirely of “0” and the n other strings are those containing exactly one “1”. In each round the teacher reveals one bit
of the target. Now teaching all class preserving and consistent learners one of the strings containing a “1” is easy: Just
reveal the unique position with the “1”. Teaching the all-0 string, however, takes much longer. Consider a learner that
outputs the all-0 string only if no other consistent one is available. To teach this learner, the teacher has to reveal all n
bits, which takes n rounds.
In our example, the all-0 string has a teaching dimension of n, whereas the other strings have a teaching dimension
of 1. This big difference in teachability of so similar objects seems implausible. Moreover, the class, although rather
simple, has a teaching dimension of n too, which is the highest possible for a class of length n strings.
Similar things happen for many natural concept classes such as k-term DNF or 1-decision lists over n variables
which both have a teaching dimension of 2n , the worst possible for Boolean functions over n variables. Furthermore
the concepts represented by 1-decision lists are the easier to teach the longer they are (see Section 3). In the class
of concepts representable by 0-, 1-, or 2-term DNFs, concepts represented by more terms are easier to teach than
those with less terms. This contradicts our intuition that simpler things should be easier to teach than complex
ones.
One reason for counterintuitive results is that the teaching dimension is defined with respect to all class preserving
and consistent learners, among which are many unreasonable ones. The algorithm mentioned in our example above is
such an unreasonable one because it does not hypothesize the all-0 string even if it has received n − 1 “0” bits. This
observation leads to the idea of restricting the set of learners to more reasonable ones in the hope that the teaching
process gets more realistic. We investigate two such sets of learners in this paper.
Our first interpretation of “reasonable” is to prefer simple hypotheses over complex ones (the Occam’s razor
principle). We formalize this idea in Section 4 and show that it works for 1-decision lists and for 2-term DNFs: longer
decision lists are now harder to teach than shorter ones and 2-term DNFs can now be harder to teach than 1-term DNFs.
Moreover in both classes a linear number of rounds is needed even for the hardest concept. This seems more realistic
than their exponential teaching dimension, since both classes are rather small.
Our second interpretation for “reasonable” is to assume that the teacher chooses the examples in some sense well
and to consider hypotheses unlikely for which the given examples are not well chosen. We formalize this idea and
show in Section 5.1 that the monomials can be taught in this model with O(n) examples, but that 1-decision lists need
Ω(
√
n · 2n/2) examples.
The learners just described make assumptions about the teacher’s behavior and vice versa the teacher makes
assumptions about the learners’ behavior in order to pick good examples. Iterating this mutual “assumption-making”
between teacher and learners results in a series of teaching models. We show in Section 5.2 that, for finite concept
classes, this series always converges. For the class of monomials the limit is reached after one iteration already, but
there is also a family of classes for which convergence happens arbitrarily late.
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2. Preliminaries
2.1. Notations and definitions from learning theory
Let X be a finite set of instances. A concept is a Boolean function c : X → {0, 1}. A concept class C is a set of
concepts. A pair (x, b) ∈ X × {0, 1} of an instance and a Boolean label is called example. It is positive if b = 1,
otherwise negative. A concept c is consistent with a set S = {(x1, b1), . . . , (xm, bm)} of examples iff c(xi ) = bi for
all i = 1, . . . ,m. We often implicitly identify a concept c with the set {x ∈ X c(x) = 1} and vice versa a set Y ⊆ X
with the concept c : c(x) = 1 ⇐⇒ x ∈ Y . For example, the empty concept ∅ is identified with the constant-0
function over X . The number of elements in a finite set S is denoted by |S|.
A learning algorithm for C receives a set S of examples for a concept in C and computes a hypothesis h. A
consistent and class preserving learning algorithm may choose the hypotheses only from the set
H(S) = {h ∈ C h is consistent with S}.
An example set S is called a teaching set [12,14] (also known as key [31], specifying set [4], discriminant [26], and
witness set [23]) for c with respect to C iff H(S) = {c}. The teaching dimension of c with respect to C is defined as
the size of its smallest teaching set:
TD(c) = min{|S| H(S) = {c}} .
The teaching dimension of C is defined as the maximum teaching dimension over all concepts: TD(C) =
max{TD(c) c ∈ C}.
The teaching dimension of a concept c specifies the number of examples an optimal teacher needs for teaching c
to all consistent and class preserving learners. The teaching process described in the introduction is thus reduced to a
combinatorial parameter. To devise variants of the teaching dimension, however, it is still helpful to think of a process
rather than of a combinatorial parameter.
Two concepts differing only with respect to one instance are called neighbor concepts. The number of neighbor
concepts of c is a lower bound for the teaching dimension of c because each neighbor concept must be ruled out by a
separate example.
To describe concept classes, we use Boolean variables v1, . . . , vn and denote by v0i or v¯i negative literals, and by
v1i or vi positive literals. For a literal w = vαi we write w¯ for v1−αi . Throughout this paper the concepts will be defined
over the instance space Xn = {0, 1}n and each instance is interpreted as an assignment to v1, . . . , vn .
2.2. 1-Decision lists
A 1-decision list [28] over n variables is a list
D = 〈(w1, b1), (w2, b2), . . . , (wm, bm), (∗, bm+1)〉
of nodes consisting of literals w j ∈ {vαi i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, α ∈ {0, 1}} and labels b j ∈ {0, 1}. A node (w, b) is called
positive if b = 1, negative otherwise. The node (∗, b) is the default node.
The concept cD : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} represented by D is defined as: cD(x) = b j for the minimum j ≤ m such that
x satisfies w j , or cD(x) = bm+1 if no such j exists. We say that (wi , bi ) absorbs an instance x , if wi is the first literal
in D satisfied by x . The set of all concepts represented by 1-decision lists over n variables will be denoted by 1-Dn .
We define the length of a decision list as the number of nodes (not counting the default node), that is, len(D) = m,
and the length of a concept c ∈ 1-Dn as the length of its shortest decision list: len(c) = min{len(D) cD = c}.
As usual we assume 1-decision lists to be in reduced form, i. e., each variable occurs at most once (either negated
or not) and the default node and its predecessor (if any) have different labels. A 1-decision list can be transformed into
an equivalent reduced 1-decision list in linear time [13] and reduced decision lists are of minimal length [32].
We also assume that the last two nodes before the default node have the same label (unless there are less than two
nodes). We call reduced lists with this property normal form decision lists (NFDL). Fig. 3 shows an NFDL. Every
reduced 1-decision list either is an NFDL or can be easily transformed into one by inverting the default label and the
last node’s label and literal.
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Every decision list can be divided into segments, that is, maximum length sequences of consecutive nodes with
the same label. For example, the segments of the list in Fig. 3 are D1 = 〈(v1, 1)〉, D2 = 〈(v2, 0), (v3, 0), (v4, 0)〉,
D3 = 〈(v5, 1), (v6, 1)〉. Permuting nodes within the same segment does not change the represented concept.
2.3. Monomials and 2-term DNFs
A monomial is a conjunction of literals, for example, v1 ∧ v¯2 ∧ v5. It represents a concept over Xn in the canonical
way if x ∈ Xn is seen as an assignment to n variables. Note that the empty concept is represented by all monomials
containing a variable and its negation. The set of all concepts representable by monomials over n variables is denoted
by 1-Mn . Every monomial, except the contradictory ones, can be represented by a string M ∈ {0, 1, ∗}n , where the
i th character of M is denoted by M[i] and M[i] = 0, 1, ∗ specifies whether the variable vi occurs negated, unnegated,
or not at all. For example, for n = 6, 10 ∗ ∗1∗ represents v1 ∧ v¯2 ∧ v5. One yields the set of satisfying assignments by
replacing every ∗ with arbitrary values from {0, 1}. Sometimes we abuse notation and identify M with the concept it
represents. Note that M1 ⊆ M2 if and only if for all i , M1[i] = M2[i] or M2[i] = ∗.
A disjunction of at most two monomials is called a 2-term DNF. For two monomials M1,M2 the 2-term DNF
M1 ∨ M2 represents the union of the concepts represented by M1 and M2. We denote by 2-Mn the class of all
concepts representable by 2-term DNFs over n variables.
When we consider two monomials M1,M2 we say that they have a strong difference at i if {0, 1} 3 M1[i] 6=
M2[i] ∈ {0, 1}. They have a weak difference at i if either M1[i] = ∗ and M2[i] ∈ {0, 1} or M2[i] = ∗ and
M1[i] ∈ {0, 1}. Two weak differences, at positions i and j , are said to be of the same kind if Mq [i] = Mq [ j] = ∗ for
a q ∈ {1, 2}, that is, if both ∗ occur in the same monomial; they are called of different kind otherwise.
For a string M ∈ {0, 1, ∗}n we denote by M[ ∗0 ] and M[ ∗1 ] the string resulting from substitution of all ∗ by 0 and
1, respectively. Strings s, s′ ∈ {0, 1}n are called neighbors if they differ in only one position and i -neighbors if they
differ only in the i th position.
Finally, for z ∈ {0, 1} we use z¯ to denote 1− z.
3. Teaching dimensions for 1-decision lists and 2-term DNFs
To compare the teaching dimension with our variants defined in the next sections, we state some results about the
former. The following fact is due to Anthony et al. [5]. It shows that, roughly speaking, the teaching dimension for
1-decision lists decreases as the lists get longer.
Fact 1. For all c ∈ 1-Dn , 2n−len(c) ≤ TD(c) ≤ (len(c)+ 1) · 2n−len(c).
Note that (` + 1) · 2n−` is monotonically decreasing for fixed n and growing `. In Lemma 14 we show that the
upper bound is attained.
For the teaching dimensions of monomials, Goldman and Kearns [12] showed the following.
Fact 2. For all non-empty c ∈ 1-Mn representable by a monomial with k ≥ 0 variables, TD(c) = min{k + 2, n + 1}
with respect to 1-Mn . Also, TD(∅) = 2n .
Proof (Sketch). We confine ourselves to describing minimum teaching sets for the monomials 1k∗n−k with k
variables. For n = 4 Fig. 1 shows three monomials together with minimal teaching sets. If 0 ≤ k < n, a minimum
teaching set contains two complementary positive examples (1k0n−k, 1), (1k1n−k, 1) and k negative examples
(1i01k−i−10n−k, 0) for i = 0, . . . , k − 1. This results in a teaching set with k + 2 elements. If k = n, a minimum
teaching set contains the unique positive example (1n, 1) and the k = n negative examples (1i01k−i−10n−k, 0) for
i = 0, . . . , k − 1, as in the previous case. This teaching set has cardinality n + 1.
The positive examples in a teaching set S for a monomial M ensure that every monomial K consistent with S
encompasses at least M . The negative examples ensure that K cannot be a proper superset of M .
The empty concept has a teaching dimension of 2n because all 2n neighbor concepts of ∅ are contained in
1-Mn . 
Fact 3. The following teaching dimensions are with respect to 2-Mn :
(1) TD(∅) = 2n ,
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Fig. 1. Minimum teaching sets for three monomials over four variables. The monomials are depicted in Karnaugh diagrams. The positive examples
in the teaching set are marked by •, the negative examples by ◦.
(2) TD(c) ≥ 2n−1 for c ∈ 1-M1 \ {∅, Xn}.
Proof. Item (1) follows from Fact 2. A concept c ∈ 1-Mn \{∅, Xn} is represented by a monomial with more than zero
and at most n variables. Hence, there are at least 2n−1 instances not in c. For each such instance there is a 2-term DNF
containing c and that instance. Therefore, c has at least 2n−1 neighbor concepts in 2-Mn , which proves item (2).
Determining the teaching dimensions of those 2-term DNF concepts that are not also monomials is more difficult.
The next lemma shows a linear upper bound for these values, which contrasts with the exponential lower bound shown
for monomials in the previous fact.
Lemma 4. For all c ∈ 2-Mn \ 1-Mn , T D(c) ≤ 2n + 4.
Proof. In this proof we use some additional shorthand notation. For instances x1, x2 ∈ {0, 1}n we denote by x1 ∪ x2
the monomial with
(x1 ∪ x2)[i] =
{
∗ if x1[i] 6= x2[i],
x1[i] if x1[i] = x2[i],
for all i = 1, . . . , n. Thus, x1 ∪ x2 is the minimal monomial containing x1 and x2. For two monomials M, P ∈
{0, 1, ∗}n we write P[i] ⊇ M[i] iff P[i] = ∗ or P[i] = M[i].
Let c ∈ 2-Mn \ 1-Mn be represented by the 2-term DNF M1 ∨ M2 with monomials M1,M2 ∈ {0, 1, ∗}n .
The basic idea for constructing a teaching set for c is similar to the construction of teaching sets for a single
monomial M . However, dealing with 2-term DNFs is more complicated because the two monomials need not be
disjoint; moreover, many concepts in 2-Mn can be represented by more than one 2-term DNF. In the following we
distinguish five cases according to the number and kind of differences between the monomials M1 and M2. Fig. 2
shows an example for each of the five cases.
Case 1: M1 and M2 have at least two strong differences.
Without loss of generality, we assume two strong differences at position 1 and 2: ∗ 6= M1[1] 6= M2[1] 6= ∗ and
∗ 6= M1[2] 6= M2[2] 6= ∗.
First we define a set S = S+ ∪ S− of cardinality at most 4 + 2n and then we show that S is a teaching set for
M1 ∨ M2. Let x1 = M1[ ∗0 ], x ′1 = M1[ ∗1 ], x2 = M2[ ∗0 ], x ′2 = M2[ ∗1 ]. Then S+ = {(x1, 1), (x ′1, 1), (x2, 1), (x ′2, 1)}.
The set S− consists of all examples (x, 0) in which x is a neighbor of x1 or x2 that neither satisfies M1 nor M2. Since
each instance has n neighbors, it follows that |S| ≤ 4+ 2n.
In order to show that S is a teaching set, let K1 ∨ K2 be 2-term DNF consistent with S. We have to show that
K1 ∨ K2 is equivalent to M1 ∨ M2. Without loss of generality we assume that x1 satisfies K1, that is, x1 ∈ K1.
Claim 1: x1, x ′1 ∈ K1 \ K2 and x2, x ′2 ∈ K2 \ K1.
Proof. First, we show that x2, x ′2 /∈ K1. Suppose for a contradiction x2 ∈ K1. From x1, x2 ∈ K1, x1[1] 6= x2[1],
and x1[2] 6= x2[2] we get that K1[1] = K2[2] = ∗. Then K1 also contains the 1-neighbor x of x1. On the other hand,
x /∈ M1 ∨ M2 and hence (x, 0) ∈ S−. Thus K1 is satisfied by a negative example, a contradiction. Analogously one
can show that x ′2 /∈ K1. This implies x2, x ′2 ∈ K2. In a symmetric way one proves x1, x ′1 /∈ K2.  Claim 1
Claim 1 implies K1[i] = ∗ for all i with M1[i] = ∗, and it implies K1[i] ⊇ M1[i] for all other i . It remains to
show that K1[i] = M1[i] for all i with M1[i] 6= ∗ and analogously for K2 and M2. Suppose there is an i such that
K1[i] = ∗ 6= M1[i]. Let x be the i-neighbor of x1. Then x ∈ K1 \ M1. Additionally x /∈ M2 since x certainly differs
from M2 at the first or second position (not necessarily at both, since one of them could be i). Thus (x, 0) ∈ S−,
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Fig. 2. Karnaugh diagrams of five 2-term DNFs over four variables according to the five cases distinguished in the proof of Lemma 4. Examples
included in the teaching set are marked by circles.
Fig. 3. A 1-decision lists of length 6 over 10 variables. The examples build a K-set for that list. There is one example for each node of the decision
list.
and since K1 is consistent with S−, x ∈ K1 cannot be true, a contradiction. By the same arguments, one shows that
K2[i] = M2[i] for all i with M2[i] 6= ∗. We have now proved that K1 = M1 and K2 = M2, hence S is a teaching set
for c.  Case 1
We will not present all details of the other cases, but confine ourselves to describing teaching sets of size at most
2n + 4 and stating the claims corresponding to Claim 1 of Case 1.
Case 2: M1 and M2 have one strong difference and two weak differences of different kind.
Without loss of generality, let M1 = b1 ∗ b3y1 and let M2 = b¯1b2 ∗ y2 with y1, y2 ∈ {0, 1, ∗}n−3 and
b1, b2, b3 ∈ {0, 1}. Let S+ contain the four positive examples with instances x1 = b1b¯2b3y1[ ∗0 ], x ′1 = b1b2b3y1[ ∗1 ],
x2 = b¯1b2b¯3y2[ ∗0 ], and x ′2 = b¯1b2b3y2[ ∗1 ]. Let S− contain the negative examples whose instances are again all
neighbors of x1 or x2 that do not satisfy M1 ∨ M2.
To prove that S = S+ ∪ S− is a teaching set, let K1 ∨ K2 be a 2-term DNF consistent with S. Without loss of
generality we assume x1 ∈ K1.
Claim 2: x1, x ′1 ∈ K1 \ K2 and x2, x ′2 ∈ K2 \ K1.
From Claims 2 it follows K1 ⊇ x1 ∪ x ′1 and K2 ⊇ x2 ∪ x ′2.
Claim 3: K1 6⊃ x1 ∪ x ′1 and K2 6⊃ x2 ∪ x ′2.
From Claims 2 and 3 it follows that K1 = M1 and K2 = M2. Therefore, S is a teaching set for M1∨M2.  Case 2
Case 3: M1 and M2 have one strong difference, at least two weak differences of the same kind, and no weak
differences of different kind.
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Without loss of generality, let M1 = b1b2b3y1 and M2 = b¯1 ∗ ∗y2 with y1 ⊆ y2. Note that there is a different
but equivalent 2-term DNF: M1 ∨ M2 ≡ M̂1 ∨ M2 with M̂1 = ∗b2b3y1. Let S+ contain the positive examples with
instances x1 = b1b2b3y1[ ∗0 ], x ′1 = b1b2b3y1[ ∗1 ], x2 = b¯1b¯2b3y2[ ∗0 ], and x ′2 = b¯1b2b¯3y2[ ∗1 ]. Let S− contain the
negative examples whose instances are again those neighbors of x1 or x2 that do not satisfy M1 ∨ M2.
To prove that S = S+ ∪ S− is a teaching set for M1 ∨ M2, let K1 ∨ K2 be a 2-term DNF consistent with S.
Claim 4: x1, x ′1 ∈ K1 \ K2 and x2, x ′2 ∈ K2 \ K1.
From Claim 4 it follows K1 ⊇ M1 and K2 ⊇ M2. Note that K1 = M1 need not hold, as K1 = M̂1 is also “allowed”
since M1 ∨ M2 ≡ M̂1 ∨ M2.
Claim 5: K1 6⊃ M̂1 and K2 6⊃ M2.
Altogether we have now shown that M1 ⊆ K1 ⊆ M̂1 and K2 = M2. It follows M1 ∨ M2 ≡ K1 ∨ K2, and thus S is
a teaching set for M1 ∨ M2.  Case 3
Case 4: M1 and M2 have exactly one strong difference and exactly one weak difference.
Without loss of generality, let M1 = b1b2y and M2 = b¯1 ∗ y with y ∈ {0, 1, ∗}n−2. Note that the concept has three
equivalent representations. With M̂1 = ∗b2y and M̂2 = b¯1b¯2y we have M1 ∨ M2 ≡ M1 ∨ M̂2 ≡ M̂1 ∨ M2.
Let S+ contain the five positive examples with instances x1 = b1b2y[ ∗0 ], x ′1 = b1b2y[ ∗1 ], x2 = b¯1b¯2y[ ∗0 ],
x ′2 = b¯1b¯2y[ ∗1 ], x3 = b¯1b2y[ ∗0 ]. Let S− contain all negative examples (x, 0) such that x is a neighbor of x1 or
x2 not satisfying M1 ∨ M2. Note that the 1-neighbor of x1 does satisfy M1 ∨ M2, hence |S−| ≤ 2n − 1 and therefore
|S+ ∪ S−| ≤ 4+ 2n.
To show that S = S+ ∪ S− is a teaching set for M1 ∨ M2, let K1 ∨ K2 be consistent with S. Without loss of
generality, we assume x1 ∈ K1.
Claim 6: x1, x ′1 ∈ K1 \ K2 and x2, x ′2 ∈ K2 \ K1.
Claim 7: K1 6⊃ ∗b2y and K2 6⊃ b¯1 ∗ y.
It follows from the Claims 6 and 7 that M̂1 = ∗b2y ⊇ K1 ⊇ (x1 ∪ x ′1) = M1 and M2 = b¯1 ∗ y ⊇ K2 ⊇
(x2 ∪ x ′2) = M̂2. Thus for both K1 and K2 there are two possibilities. The combination K1 = M1 and K2 = M̂2 is not
consistent with S because it is not satisfied by x3. The other three combinations are, as we have already mentioned
above, equivalent to M1 ∨ M2. We conclude K1 ∨ K2 ≡ M1 ∨ M2.  Case 4
So far all cases with at least one strong difference have been covered. The cases without strong difference still
remain. Since the target concept M1 ∨ M2 represents no concept in 1-Mn , we have neither M1 ⊆ M2 nor M2 ⊆ M1.
Therefore we only need to consider situations with at least two weak differences of different kind. Some of these cases
have already been covered. Case 4 treats the case of exactly two differences of different kind (and otherwise identical
terms). Case 3 treats the case of exactly two differences of different kind plus exactly one more weak difference. Thus,
only the following case remains.
Case 5: M1 and M2 have at least two disjoint pairs of weak differences of different kind.
Without loss of generality, let M1 = b1b2 ∗ ∗y1 and M2 = ∗ ∗ b3b4y2 with y1, y2 ∈ {0, 1, ∗}n .
Let the set S+ contain the positive examples with instances x1 = b1b2b¯3b4y1[ ∗0 ], x ′1 = b1b2b3b¯4y1[ ∗1 ],
x2 = b¯1b2b3b4y2[ ∗0 ], and x ′2 = b1b¯2b3b4y2[ ∗1 ]. Let S− contain the negative examples whose instances are all
neighbors of x1 or x2 that do not satisfy M1 ∨ M2.
Let K1 ∨ K2 be consistent with S = S+ ∪ S−, and let without loss of generality x1 ∈ K1.
Claim 8: x1, x ′1 ∈ K1 \ K2 and x2, x ′2 ∈ K2 \ K1.
Claim 8 shows that K1 ⊇ (x1 ∪ x ′1) = M1 and K2 ⊇ (x2 ∪ x ′2) = M2.
Claim 9: K1 6⊃ M1 and K2 6⊃ M2.
We conclude that K1 ∨ K2 ≡ M1 ∨ M2 and that S is a teaching set.  Case 5 
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The previous facts show that 2-term DNFs are easier to teach than monomials. This seems just as unlikely as longer
decision lists being easier than shorter ones.
The average teaching dimension 1|C|
∑
c∈C TD(c) is a better teachability measure for whole classes than the (worst
case) teaching dimension since it takes all concepts into account. For the classes above one can show the following [6].
Fact 5. The average teaching dimension of the classes 1-Mn , 2-Mn , and 1-Dn is O(n).
The average teaching dimension is concerned with whole classes only, not with single concepts. To obtain more
plausible teachability measures also for single concepts within a class, we define variants of the teaching dimension.
4. Complexity-based learners
Imagine a learner being taught a concept from 2-Mn and having received some examples for which there is a
consistent monomial. Then, as discussed in the proof of Fact 3, there are also exponentially many consistent 2-
term DNFs and the learner could hypothesize one of them until they are all eliminated by exponentially many further
examples. A more reasonable learner, however, would rather hypothesize the monomial because it is the simplest
hypothesis available.
Complexity-based learners for a class C output hypotheses that are not only consistent and from C, but also of
minimum complexity. To formalize this we have to assume a function K : C → N mapping each concept to a natural
number interpreted as its complexity.
A K-learner for C, when given an example set S, is now required to output a hypothesis from
HK (S) = {h ∈ C h ∈ H(S) and K (h) = min{K (h′) h′ ∈ H(S)}}.
In order to teach all K-learners a concept c, a teacher has to provide enough examples to rule out all concepts with
complexity less than or equal to K (c); concepts with higher complexity than K (c) need not be ruled out. We call such
a set a K-set for c. Similar to the teaching dimension we define the K-dimension as: KD(c) = min{|S| HK (S) = {c}}
and KD(C) = max{KD(c) c ∈ C}.
The K-dimension can be calculated as the teaching dimension with respect to the subclasses of concepts with
bounded complexity.
Lemma 6. For all c ∈ C, KD(c) = TD(c) where the teaching dimension is with respect to {c′ ∈ C K (c′) ≤ K (c)}.
It follows from the previous lemma that the K-dimension of a concept c ∈ C with maximum complexity equals its
teaching dimension with respect to C.
4.1. 2-term DNF




0 if c = ∅,
1 if c ∈ 1-Mn \ {∅},
2 if c ∈ 2-Mn \ 1-Mn .
We calculate the K-dimensions for all concepts in 2-Mn using Lemma 6. The empty concept has a K-dimension of
1. The K-dimension of concepts representable as monomial is at most n + 1, which follows from Fact 2. To complete
the results for 2-Mn , we still have to determine the K-dimension for the concepts in 2-Mn \1-Mn . But since they have
maximum complexity, their K-dimension equals their teaching dimension, which we have already upper bounded in
Lemma 4. Therefore we get the following linear upper bound for the K-dimension of 2-Mn .
Theorem 7. KD(2-Mn) ≤ 2n + 4.
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The last theorem, when compared with Fact 3, illustrates that teaching concepts to complexity-based learners can
be much faster.
The K-dimension also gives a more plausible relation between teachability and complexity of a concept than the
teaching dimension does. For all c, c′ ∈ 2-Mn \ {Xn} we have K (c) < K (c′) =⇒ TD(c) > TD(c′), that is, the
teaching dimension decreases as the concepts become more complex (see Fact 3).
In contrast there are many concepts c, c′ ∈ 2-Mn with K (c) < K (c′) and KD(c) < KD(c′), that is, the K-
dimensions and the complexities have the same relation. But there are also concepts with K (c) < K (c′) and
KD(c) > KD(c′). For example let c be represented by a monomial with n variables and let c′ be a concept as in
Case 4 in the proof of Lemma 4 with y = ∗n−2. Then K (c) = 1 < 2 = K (c′) and KD(c) = n + 1 > 7 = KD(c′). In
other words, the K-dimension and the complexity K are incomparable.
The greater plausibility of the K-dimension comes at almost no cost regarding computational complexity on the
part of the teacher. From Lemma 4 one can easily build an efficient algorithm computing K-sets for 2-term DNF
concepts.
One can argue, however, that there is a cost on the part of the learner. The learner has to find not only a consistent
hypothesis, but a minimal one. This can be an intractable problem. In fact, finding an arbitrary consistent 2-term DNF
is already NP complete (see Pitt and Valiant [27]). On the other hand, K-learners only have to solve the problem of
finding minimal consistent hypotheses restricted to those example sets that are provided by the teacher. This is much
easier for a learner.
From the example sets constructed in the proof of Lemma 4 the target concept can be inferred efficiently in the
following way: The number of positive examples determines whether a 0-, 1-, or 2-term DNF has to be learned. In
the only non-trivial case, 2-term DNF, there are at most five positive examples and at most 30 ways to select two
disjoint pairs of them. For each such selection the learner computes the minimum monomial for each pair and checks
the resulting 2-term DNF for consistency with all examples. The learner then outputs the first consistent 2-term DNF
found.
4.2. 1-Decision lists
The complexity of 1-decision lists is naturally measured by their length. We thus define for c ∈ 1-Dn : K (c) =
len(c). The next theorem describes K-sets for 1-decision lists.
Theorem 8. KD(1-Dn) ≤ n + 1 and for all c ∈ 1-Dn: KD(c) ≤ len(c)+ 1.
Proof. It suffices to show that KD(c) ≤ len(c)+ 1 for all c ∈ 1-Dn . Let c ∈ 1-Dn be represented by an NFDL D with
segments D1, . . . , Dr .
We define a set S containing exactly one example for each node in D, including the default node (see Fig. 3). First,
we include an arbitrary instance reaching the default node. For every other node (w, b) in a segment D j we include
an example that satisfies only w and all literals in all later segments, that is, in D j+1, . . . , Dr . All other literals in D
are not satisfied. Every variable not occurring in D is assigned an arbitrary value, say 0. The example’s label is the
same as the node’s label. We say this example and this node belong together.
Clearly, |S| = len(c)+ 1 and S is consistent with c. It suffices to show that S eliminates all concepts in 1-Dn with
length at most len(c).
For concepts of length at most one, it is not hard to check that S is a K-set. For the rest of the proof assume
len(D) ≥ 2. In this case, the last segment contains at least two nodes as D is in normal form.
Let E be a shortest NFDL consistent with S. Since D is consistent with S, the length of E can be at most len(D).
It suffices to show that cE = cD = c. In the following we show how S determines the nodes in E and that E and D
are equal up to permutation of nodes within a segment. As the last segment of D has to be treated in a special way,
we distinguish two cases.
Case 1: D1 is not the last segment (i. e., r ≥ 2).
Let B be the label common to all nodes in D1 and let (w, b) be the first node in E . The examples in S rule out
several possibilities for w and b:
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(1) w occurs in D1 and b = B¯. Then (w, b¯) is in D1 and the example belonging to this node contradicts (w, b) as first
node in E .
(2) w¯ occurs in D j , j ∈ {1, . . . , r}. Then the example belonging to the default node satisfies w. Since there are at
least two nodes in Dr one example belonging to Dr satisfies w (if j < r then all examples belonging to Dr satisfy
w). But these two examples are labeled differently, hence one of them would be classified incorrectly by (w, b).
(3) w occurs in D j , j ≥ 2. Every example belonging to a node in D1 satisfiesw and has label B. In D2 there is a node
whose example satisfies w as well (if j 6= 2 all examples do) and has label B¯. The node (w, b) is thus inconsistent
with one of these two examples.
(4) w does not occur in D and w = v¯ for a variable v. Then the examples belonging to the default node and the node
before satisfy w but are labeled differently.
We conclude that either (w, b) is a node from D1 or w is a variable not occurring in D (an irrelevant variable). In
the latter case, we can repeat the above argumentation for the second and the following nodes in E until one of them
is also in D1. Only then does the list E constructed so far absorb one example from S, namely the example belonging
to (w, b).
The above arguments can be repeated until all nodes in D1, and hence all examples in S belonging to them, are
used up. At this point E consists only of nodes from D1 and irrelevant nodes. The remaining examples build a set
S′ identical to the set as defined above for the 1-decision list D2, . . . , Dr . The same argumentation as above applies,
therefore the following nodes in E are from D2 or irrelevant. This reasoning can be applied to show that the first
r − 1 segments of E are permutations of the corresponding first r − 1 segments of D possibly interspersed with some
irrelevant nodes.
If we reason as above for the last segment of D, we would eventually reach a situation in which only one example
is left. But then the argumentation in item (2) would fail. Therefore we treat the last segment as a special case. The
next case applies not only when r = 1, but also when our repeated application of Case 1 reaches the last segment of
D.
Case 2: D1 is the last segment (i. e., r = 1).
This case works as Case 1 (except that item (3) cannot occur) until there is only one unused node in D1, or
equivalently until there are only two examples left. One of these examples belongs to the default node, the other one
to a node (w, B) in D1 (see e. g. the first two examples in Fig. 3). Now there are two ways for the list E to end and
be consistent with both examples: First, (w, B), (∗, B¯) and second (w¯, B¯), (∗, B). Any other way of ending E leads
to a longer list, a contradiction to E being shortest. Both endings, however, lead to equivalent 1-decision lists because
every instance x ∈ {0, 1}n reaching the last node is classified as B if it satisfiesw and as B¯ otherwise. We can therefore
assume the first ending, which means that also the last node in E is from D1.
We have shown that D and E differ only by permutations of nodes within the same segment, which means
cD = cE . 
Teaching 1-decision lists to K-learners requires much fewer examples than teaching them to all consistent and class
preserving learners (cf. Fact 1, Theorem 8). Moreover Theorem 8 suggests that the difficulty of teaching grows with
the complexity of the concepts. Again the K-dimension yields more intuitive results than the teaching dimension.
Similar to the situation of 2-term DNFs, a teacher producing the K-sets defined in Theorem 8 can be realized as a
polynomial time algorithm. On the other hand, it is probably intractable to find even an approximation of the shortest
consistent 1-decision list [15], whereas it is possible to find an arbitrary consistent 1-decision list efficiently [28,9].
Once again K-learners face a much harder problem.
Another similarity to teaching 2-term DNFs is, however, that the problem for the K-learners becomes efficiently
solvable if it is restricted to those examples actually given by the teacher. In fact, Rivest’s algorithm [28] finds a
shortest hypothesis when taught K-sets as defined in the proof of Theorem 8.
Rivest’s algorithm constructs a decision list consistent with a given example set by starting with an empty list and
subsequently appending an arbitrary node that absorbs at least one example and that only absorbs examples labeled
identically. In each step, all absorbed examples are removed from the set of examples. The algorithm terminates when
all examples have been absorbed. Now let the example set S be defined as in the proof of Theorem 8. The same
proof shows that every decision list consistent with S is a shortest consistent list interspersed with some nodes with
irrelevant variables. But a node with an irrelevant variable will not be chosen by Rivest’s algorithm because such a
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node either absorbs differently labeled examples (see item (4) in Case 1) or does not absorb any examples from S at
all. Therefore the algorithm outputs a shortest decision list consistent with S.
The learners in the previous section can be interpreted as having prior knowledge about the teacher, namely that he
presents a K-set for the target concept, where K is known to the learners. It is a common feature of learning models
that prior knowledge allows the learners to learn with less examples. Typically this prior knowledge is represented by
a hypothesis space, and the smaller the space of rival concepts, the easier it is to identify the correct one. Knowledge of
the complexity measure K effectively makes the hypothesis smaller than the set of all consistent hypothesis, resulting
in K (c) ≤ TD(c) for all concepts c in all classes C.
Unlike the teaching dimension, the K-dimension is not a combinatorial parameter of the concept class C alone,
but depends on the complexity measure K . Although there are often natural choices for K , for example the size
of a shortest standard representation for concepts in C, it would be nice to be able to measure teachability without
somewhat arbitrary additional assumptions.
5. Learners assuming an optimal teacher
In this section we consider another reasonable assumption learners can make about the teacher, namely that he is
in some sense optimal. Again, this prior knowledge about the teacher reduces the number of examples needed for the
learners to be successful, compared to the teaching dimension. Moreover and in contrast to the K -dimension, this new
teachability measure will do without additional assumptions about the concepts.
For illustration we shall use the class Sn over Xn that contains the empty concept c0(x) = 0 and for all z ∈ {0, 1}n
the singleton concept cz with cz(x) = 1 if x = z and cz(x) = 0 otherwise. Clearly, TD(Sn) = TD(c0) = 2n and
TD(cz) = 1.
Now we consider teaching a concept from the class Sn , and we assume that the teacher has already given a negative
example. Although this example eliminates only one hypothesis from Sn , it strongly suggests that the target concept is
not a singleton one, since an optimal teacher would have used the unique positive example in this case. Thus, a learner
who believes that the teacher is optimal would immediately hypothesize the empty concept, which would therefore be
teachable in only one round rather than in 2n rounds.
An optimal teacher does not give superfluous examples. In other words, in each round the set S of examples given
so far can be extended to a minimum teaching set for the target. All hypotheses of which every minimum teaching set
is no superset of S could be ignored by the learners. But this requires the learners to know all minimum teaching sets
of all concepts, which seems quite demanding.
It is less demanding to require that the learners know only the teaching dimensions of all concepts. This knowledge
allows the learners to ignore all hypotheses whose teaching dimensions are smaller than |S|. After all, an optimal
teacher would not give |S| examples if the target had a teaching dimension of less than |S|.
Definition 9. Let C be a concept class over X and let S be a set of examples. We define
HOTTD(S) = {h ∈ C h ∈ H(S) and TD(h) ≥ |S|}.
A set S withHOTTD(S) = {c} is called an OTT-set for c. The optimal teacher teaching dimension for a concept c ∈ C
with respect to C is then defined as the size of the smallest OTT-set for c:
OTTD(c) = min{|S| HOTTD(S) = {c}}
and for the whole class as OTTD(C) = max{OTTD(c) c ∈ C}.
Intuitively, the job of an OTT-set for c is to eliminate every concept c′ 6= c either by proving that c′ is inconsistent
with the examples or by being larger than TD(c′). We refer to these two ways as elimination by inconsistency and
elimination by size respectively. In contrast, to become a teaching set for c, an example set must eliminate all concepts
by inconsistency alone. It is therefore clear that every teaching set is an OTT-set and that OTTD(c) ≤ TD(c) for all
concepts c ∈ C and all classes C.
The class Sn shows that there can be big differences between TD and OTTD. A set of two negative examples
eliminates all singleton concepts by size as their teaching dimension is one. Thus, OTTD(∅) = 2 < 2n = TD(∅).
The OTTD for a class C can be calculated using the teaching dimension of certain subclasses C≥ j := {c ∈
C TD(c) ≥ j} for j = 1, . . . , |X |.
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Lemma 10. For all concept classes C, OTTD(C) = min{ j j ≥ TD(C≥ j )}.
Proof. Set J = min{ j j ≥ TD(C≥ j )}. We first show that OTTD(c) ≤ J for all c ∈ C. For c with TD(c) ≤ J we
have OTTD(c) ≤ J since every teaching set is an OTT-set. Now let c be such that TD(c) > J . Then c ∈ C≥J and
TD(C≥J ) ≤ J . Thus there is a set S of size at most J that uniquely describes c with respect to C≥J . This S eliminates
by size all c with TD(c) < J , hence it is an OTT-set for c. It follows OTTD(c) ≤ J .
Now we show that there is a concept c with OTTD(c) ≥ J . From the definition of J it follows that J − 1 <
TD(C≥J−1). Therefore there is a c ∈ C≥J−1 whose teaching dimension with respect to C≥J−1 is at least J . Let S be an
example set of size J − 1. Then S eliminates no concept in C≥J−1 by size and it is also too small to uniquely describe
c with respect to C≥J−1. Thus S is no OTT-set for c and OTTD(c) ≥ J . 
With min{ j j ≥ TD(C≥ j )} = max{ j j < TD(C≥ j )} + 1 we get the following corollary.
Corollary 11. Let C be a concept class and let gi ,Gi be such that gi ≤ TD(C≥i ) ≤ Gi for all i . Then max{ j j <
g j } < OTTD(C) ≤ min{ j j ≥ G j }.
5.1. The OTTD for monomials and 1-decision lists
Theorem 12. For all c ∈ 1-Mn \ {∅}, OTTD(c) = TD(c), but OTTD(∅) = n + 2.
Proof. Let c 6= ∅ be a concept represented by a monomial with k literals. We prove that OTTD(c) = TD(c) for the
case 1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1. For k = 0 or k = n the proof is similar. Without loss of generality let c be represented as 1k∗n−k .
Recall that c’s teaching dimension is k + 2 (Fact 2).
Let S be an example set with |S| = k + 1 = TD(c)− 1. It suffices to show that S is no OTT-set for c.
Case 1: S contains no positive example. Then S does not eliminate ∅ by inconsistency and neither by size, as
TD(∅) = 2n .
Case 2: S contains exactly one positive example, say (x, 1). Then the monomial whose representation is x has a
teaching dimension of n + 1 > |S|, is consistent with S and thus not eliminated by S.
Case 3: S contains at least two positive examples. Then S contains at most k − 1 negative examples.
S does not eliminate by inconsistency all monomials with k−1 variables. If it did, then the k−1 negative examples
together with the two positive examples (1k0n−k, 1), (1k1n−k, 1) were a teaching set for c. To see this note that the
two positive examples are only consistent with hypotheses of the form µ∗n−k with µ ∈ {1, ∗}k . If the k − 1 examples
would rule out all these hypotheses with µ having “1” on k − 1 positions then these examples would rule out all
hypotheses µ∗n−k . Therefore S would be a teaching set for c of size k + 1, a contradiction to TD(c) = k + 2.
Let c′ be a concept represented by a monomial with k − 1 variables and consistent with S. Since TD(c′) = k + 1,
c′ is also not eliminated by size of S.
In all cases there is a concept different from c, but not eliminated by S. Thus S is no OTT-set for c and
OTTD(c) = k + 2 = TD(c).
For c = ∅ every set containing n + 2 negative examples is an OTT-set because all other concepts have a teaching
dimension of at most n + 1. Therefore OTTD(∅) = n + 2. 
For the class of monomials, the OTTD, the KD and the average teaching dimension are all linear in n, which is
more reasonable than the exponential teaching dimension.
The class of 1-decision lists has quite a different distribution of teaching dimensions than the class of monomials.
Instead of a single high-dimensional concept, 1-Dn contains many concepts with high, medium, and low teaching
dimensions. Nevertheless, the average teaching dimension and K-dimension are only linear in n. The OTTD however
is much larger, as we show next.
To analyze the OTTD of 1-decision lists we need some notations in which we omit the subscript n for
readability. Let 1-D be the set of all concepts representable by 1-decision lists over n variables and let 1-D≥ j =
{c ∈ 1-D TD(c) ≥ j}. Furthermore let 1-Dlen≤` = {c ∈ 1-D len(c) ≤ `} and 1-D+ be the set of
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Fig. 4. A 1-decision list of length 6 over 10 variables. The examples are part of a teaching set with respect to all decision lists of length 8. The first
five examples correspond to the first example in Fig. 3. The irrelevant variables v7, v8, v9, v10 are assigned values such that all combinations for
all sets of two variables occur.
all concepts representable by NFDLs whose only positive node is the default node. Finally, we set as shortcut
` j = max{` (`+ 1) · 2n−` ≥ j} for j = 0, . . . , 2n .
To apply Corollary 11 we derive bounds for the teaching dimensions of 1-D≥ j .
Lemma 13. TD(1-D≥ j ) ≤ ` j · 2` j · log n ln 2.
Proof. First we prove 1-D≥ j ⊆ 1-Dlen≤` j . Let c ∈ 1-D≥ j and assume len(c) ≥ ` j + 1. Then TD(c) ≤ (` j + 2) ·
2n−(` j+1) and TD(c) ≥ j , hence j ≤ (` j + 2) · 2n−(` j+1), a contradiction to the definition of ` j .
To prove the lemma, it suffices to show that TD(1-Dlen≤`) ≤ ` · 2` · log n ln 2 for all `, in particular for ` = ` j .
Without loss of generality let c ∈ 1-Dlen≤` be represented by the NFDL D = 〈(v1, b1), . . . , (vλ, bλ), (∗, 0)〉 of length
λ ≤ `. We denote the segments of D by D1, . . . , Dr .
Let S0 be the set of λ+ 1 examples for D as defined in the proof of Theorem 8. We define a set S of examples very
similar. For all nodes in D1, . . . , Dr−1 we include into S the same example as we included into S0. But for all nodes
in the segment Dr and for the default node we include several examples instead of only one.
Let (w, b) be a node in Dr with the example (x, b) ∈ S0 belonging to it. All examples included for (w, b) into
S agree with (x, b) with respect to the variables occurring in S, but not necessarily with respect to the irrelevant
variables. More precisely, the examples are chosen such that every possible assignment to `−λ of the n−λ irrelevant
variables occurs among the examples (see e. g. Fig. 4). Becker and Simon [7] denote the number of these examples by
f (n − λ, `− λ) and prove f (a, p) ≤ p · 2p · log a ln 2 for all a, p ∈ N, p ≤ a.
As the size of the last segment is bounded by λ, the size of S is bounded by
(λ+ 1) f (n − λ, `− λ) ≤ (λ+ 1)(`− λ) · 2`−λ · log(n − λ) ln 2
which for λ = 0 reaches its maximum, namely ` · 2` · log n ln 2.
The proof that S is a teaching set for c with respect to 1-Dlen≤` is a generalization of the proof of Theorem 8.
It differs with respect to the irrelevant variables. Whereas S0 does not have to rule out decision lists longer than D,
our example set S must rule out all inconsistent lists of length ` ≥ len(D). That means S must contain examples
preventing less than `− len(D) irrelevant nodes to sneak in.
Let E be an NFDL consistent with S. We can use the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 8 to show that
the first r − 1 segments of E contain only nodes from their corresponding segments of D plus some irrelevant nodes.
Here, however, irrelevant nodes cannot occur since for every irrelevant variable v there is an example belonging to
the default node and satisfying v and another example belonging to segment Dr satisfying v. But both examples are
labeled differently.
Within Dr the arguments are still the same until the end of E is reached. Then only one example would be left in
S0. In S there are f (n−λ, `−λ) examples instead, but all labeled the same (see e. g. the first five examples in Fig. 4).
For every sequence of at most ` − λ irrelevant nodes following now there is one remaining example absorbed by
the last node and there is another remaining example reaching the default node. But both nodes have different labels,
since E is in normal form. Thus both examples are classified differently, a contradiction. This means that either no
irrelevant nodes follow and E and D are equal up to permutation, or more than ` − λ nodes follow and the concept
represented by E is not in 1-Dlen≤`.
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We omit the details of the proof and only conclude that TD(1-Dlen≤`) ≤ |S| ≤ ` · 2` · log n ln 2. 
The next lemma is needed for our lower bound on TD(1-D≥i ) and presents concepts whose teaching dimensions
attain the upper bound stated in Fact 1.
Lemma 14. Let c ∈ 1-D+. Then TD(c) = (len(c)+ 1) · 2n−len(c).
Proof. Because of Fact 1 we only need to show that TD(c) ≥ (len(c) + 1) · 2n−len(c). Without loss of generality let
c ∈ 1-D+ be represented using unnegated variables v1, . . . , v` only, that is, by 〈(v1, 0), . . . , (v`−1, 0), (v`, 0), (∗, 1)〉.
We prove that there are at least (` + 1) · 2n−` neighbor concepts of c in the class of all 1-decision lists. Of these
neighbor concepts ` · 2n−` are represented by lists of the form
〈(vi1 , 0), . . . , (vi`−1 , 0), (v¯i` , 1), (vα`+1`+1 , 0), . . . , (vαnn , 0), (∗, 1)〉
where vi j ranges over all ` variables v1, . . . , v` and {i1, . . . , i`} = {1, . . . , `}. Each of the 2n−` combinations of the
α’s yields a 1-decision list representing a concept with exactly one instance more than c. There are ` · 2n−` such lists
which represent just as many pairwise different concepts.
There are another 2n−` neighbor concepts of c represented by decision lists of the form
〈(v1, 0), . . . , (v`−1, 0), (v`, 0), (vα`+1`+1 , 1), . . . , (vαnn , 1), (∗, 0)〉.
All these lists represent pairwise different concepts each of which contains exactly one instance less than c.
Altogether there are (`+ 1) · 2n−` neighbor concepts of c. 
Lemma 15. TD(1-D≥ j ) ≥ 2` j−1 for all j = 1, . . . , 2n .
Proof. All concepts in c ∈ 1-D+ with len(c) ≤ ` j − 1 are also in 1-D≥ j . This follows from Lemma 14 because
TD(c) ≥ (len(c)+ 1) · 2n−len(c) = ` j · 2n−` j+1 ≥ (` j + 1) · 2n−` j ≥ j . The last inequality holds by definition of ` j .
In particular all concepts representable by decision lists of the form
〈(vα11 , 0), . . . , (v
α` j−2
` j−2 , 0), (v
α` j−1
` j−1 , 0), (∗, 1)〉
are in 1-D j . Since all α’s can be either 0 or 1, there are 2` j−1 such concepts. Moreover all these concepts, regarded as
subsets of Xn = {0, 1}n , are mutually disjoint.
A teaching set for ∅ ∈ 1-D≥ j contains only negative examples and must rule out all these 2` j−1 concepts. But as
these concepts are mutually disjoint, every example can rule out at most one of them. Therefore a teaching set for ∅
contains at least 2` j−1 examples. This number is then a lower bound for TD(1-D≥ j ). 
Now we have all the bounds for TD(1-D≥ j ) needed to bound OTTD(1-D).
Theorem 16. Ω(
√
n · 2n/2) ≤ OTTD(1-D) ≤ O(n ·√log n · 2n/2).
Proof. For easier calculation we consider teaching dimensions of the form j = (λ+ 1) · 2n−λ for λ = 0, . . . , n, thus
` j = λ.
Lower bound: From Corollary 11 we know that a j with j < TD(1-D≥ j ) is a lower bound for OTTD(1-D). From
Lemma 15 we know that TD(1-D≥ j ) ≥ 2` j−1. Hence we are seeking a j with j < 2` j−1.
Claim: j < 2` j−1 holds for λ > 12 (n + 1+ log(n + 1)).
Proof : Let λ > 12 (n + 1+ log(n + 1)). Using log(n + 1) ≥ log(λ+ 1) it follows λ > 12 (n + 1+ log(λ+ 1)) and
log(λ+ 1)+ n − λ < λ− 1. This is equivalent to
(λ+ 1) · 2n−λ < 2λ−1.
Therefore j = (λ+ 1) · 2n−λ < 2λ−1 = 2` j−1.
From the claim it follows that j < 2` j−1 holds for λ = 12 (n + 2+ log(n + 1)). Calculating j using this λ yields a
lower bound for OTTD(1-D):
j = (λ+ 1) · 2n−λ ≥ 1
2
(n + 4+ log(n + 1)) · 2n/2−(log(n+1)−2)/2
≥ 1
2
(n + 4) · 2n/2
/√
1
4 (n + 1) ≥ Ω(
√
n · 2n/2).
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Upper bound: We are seeking a j with j ≥ TD(1-D≥ j ) to apply Corollary 11.
Claim: j ≥ TD(1-D≥ j ) holds for λ ≤ 12 (n − log log n).
Proof : λ ≤ 12 (n − log log n) is equivalent to 2n−2λ ≥ log n which in turn is equivalent to (λ + 1) · 2n−λ ≥
(λ+ 1) · 2λ · log n where the right-hand side is greater than TD(1-D≥ j ) by Lemma 13 and the left-hand side equals j ,
hence j ≥ TD(1-D≥ j ).





(n − log log n)+ 1
)




(n − log log n)+ 1
)
· 2(n+log log n)/2
≤ O(n ·√log n · 2n/2)
as an upper bound for OTTD(1-D). 
The teachability of 1-decision lists is judged quite differently by our various measures. While the average teaching
dimension and the K-dimension are linear, the OTTD is exponential in n. Whether linear or exponential is more
“realistic” is not clear. On the one hand, OTTD(1-D) should be greater than linear because the class of 1-decision lists
is bigger and more complex than the class of monomials and should therefore be harder to teach. On the other hand,
exponential OTTDs should be reserved for the most complex classes. For example, the class of all Boolean functions
over n variables has an OTTD of 2n .
More results seem necessary to decide whether the OTTD matches our intuition about teachability. In particular,
knowing OTTDs for other classes, as well as for individual concepts, would be helpful.
5.2. Iterated optimal teacher teaching dimensions
The optimal teacher teaching dimension is defined in terms of TD (see Definition 9). Using TD to define HOTTD
reflects the assumption of the learners that the teacher will not give more examples than necessary, that is, no more
than TD. But for a teacher knowing this assumption less than TD examples would suffice for teaching, more precisely:
OTTD examples are enough. If the learners in turn are aware of this fact they might then assume that the teacher does
not give more than OTTD examples (instead of no more than TD, as before).
How many examples are needed to teach those learners is measured by another dimension which we get after
substituting the TD by OTTD in the definition of HOTTD. This substitution can occur iteratively, leading to an infinite
number of iterated OTTDs:
Definition 17. Let C be a concept class. We define for c ∈ C: OTTD0(c) = TD(c), and for j ≥ 1:
HOTTD j (S) = {h ∈ C h ∈ H(S) and OTTD j−1(h) ≥ |S|},
OTTD j (c) = min{|S| HOTTD j (S) = {c}}.
A set S withHOTTD j (S) = {c} is called an OTT j -set for c. As usual we define OTTD j (C) = max{OTTD j (c) c ∈ C}.
Note that OTTD1 is just OTTD as defined in Definition 9.
Intuitively speaking, OTTD2 measures the number of examples needed for learners who know that the teacher
knows that they assume him to be optimal.
Calculating OTTD j (c) for a fixed c and growing j results in a monotonically decreasing sequence of values.
Lemma 18. Let C be a concept class. Then for all c ∈ C and all j ∈ N, OTTD j (c) ≥ OTTD j+1(c).
Proof. We use induction on j . It follows immediately from the definitions that for all c ∈ C, OTTD0(c) ≥ OTTD1(c).
Assume the statement holds for j − 1. Let S be an arbitrary set of examples. Then
HOTTD j (S) = {c c ∈ H(S) ∧ OTTD j−1(c) ≥ |S|}
⊇ {c c ∈ H(S) ∧ OTTD j (c) ≥ |S|} = HOTTD j+1(S) .
Therefore every OTT j -set for a given concept c is also an OTT j+1-set for this concept, hence OTTD j (c) ≥
OTTD j+1(c) for all c ∈ C. 
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As a simple example, consider the class Sn . Here, for all j ≥ 1, OTTD j (∅) = 2 and OTTD j (c) = 1 for c 6= ∅. For
this class the iterated OTTD is of little interest. A similar result holds for the monomials.
Fact 19. For all j ≥ 1 and all c ∈ 1-Mn , OTTD j (c) = OTTD1(c).
Proof. It suffices to show that OTTD2(c) = OTTD1(c) for all c ∈ 1-Mn . Since TD(c) = OTTD(c) for all c 6= ∅, we
can use almost the same reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 12 with TD substituted by OTTD. Only Case 1 uses
concept ∅ whose TD and OTTD differ. But a set S of size k + 1 with no positive example is not an OTT2-set for a
monomial with k variables because it is consistent with ∅ and smaller than OTTD1(∅) = n + 2. 
As the series (OTTD j (c))∞j=0 is lower bounded by 0, it eventually converges. And since there are only finitely many
concepts in a class, there is a point such that for all c the series (OTTD j (c))∞j=0 has converged. In other words, for
every concept class C there is a j such that OTTD j (c) = OTTD j+1(c) for all c ∈ C. Intuitively speaking, at this point
the teacher and the learners cannot benefit any more from knowing each other’s behavior. How many iteration it takes
until this fixed point is reached is a natural question.
We have already seen that Sn and 1-Mn reach this fixed point after only one iteration. In contrast to these two
classes, we next show that the fixed point can occur arbitrarily late.
Theorem 20. For all m ≥ 1 there is a class C over an instance space X such that m ≤ min{ j for all c ∈ C :
OTTD j (c) = OTTD j+1(c)}.
Proof. The idea of the proof is to construct a class C containing (among others) m + 1 special concepts c0, . . . , cm .
In the first iteration, from OTTD0 to OTTD1, only the dimension of c0 is reduced. This reduction makes c1 easier
to teach because c0 can be ruled out by less examples. Consequently in the second iteration, the dimension of c1 is
reduced (and none else). This causes the dimension of c2 to be reduced in the third iteration and so on until finally, in
the transition from OTTDm to OTTDm+1, the dimension of cm changes (see Fig. 5).
The instance space X is the union of m+1 disjoint sets X0, . . . , Xm with |X0| = 3 and |X j | = j +2 for all j ≥ 1.
The concept class C is a union of m + 1 disjoint classes C0, . . . , Cm over X . C0 contains the empty concept c0 = ∅
and the singleton concepts for all instances in X0. Let c1 be an arbitrary such singleton concept. All c ∈ C1 ∪ · · · ∪ Cm
coincide with c1 on X0, that is, for all c ∈ C1 ∪ · · · ∪ Cm we have c ∩ X0 = c1 ∩ X0.
As a shortcut we define q j = |X j | for all j ≤ m.
The concepts in C1∪· · ·∪Cm on X1∪· · ·∪ Xm as well as the special concepts c2, . . . , cm+1 are defined inductively
as follows. For j = 1, . . . ,m the concepts in C j are identical to c j on X0, . . . , X j−1 and for all 2q j − 1 non-empty
subsets Z ⊆ X j there is a concept in C j containing exactly the elements in Z . Then there are |X j | neighbors of c j in
C j and we call an arbitrary one of them c j+1.
To prove the theorem we make use of the following claims:
Claim A1. For all j , for all ` ≥ 1, for all c ∈ C` ∪ {c`} : OTTD j (c) ≥ q`.
Proof. Let ` ≥ 1. The proof is by induction on j . Let j = 0 and c ∈ C` ∪ {c`}. Then c has q` neighbor concepts
in C` ∪ {c`} (all with respect to X`). Since each neighbor concept must be eliminated by a separate example, we have
OTTD0(c) ≥ q`.
Now assume that the claim holds for some j . Again c has q` neighbor concepts in C` ∪ {c`} all having an OTTD j
of at least q`. An example set of size less than q` does not eliminate any such neighbor concept by size and is also
unable to eliminate all neighbor concepts by inconsistency. Hence OTTD j+1(c) ≥ q`.
Claim A2. For all j , for all `, for all c ∈ C` \ {c`, c`+1} : OTTD j (c) = OTTD0(c).
Proof. The claim trivially holds for ` = 0, since OTTD0(c) = 1 for all c ∈ C0 \ {c0, c1}. Let ` ≥ 1 and let
c ∈ C`, c 6= c`+1. By Lemma 18 we know that OTTD j (c) ≤ OTTD0(c) = q`. On the other hand, Claim A1 gives
OTTD j (c) ≥ q`, therefore OTTD j (c) = q`.
Claim B1. For all j , for all ` ≥ 1 holds: If for all c ∈ C0 ∪ · · · ∪ C`−1 \ {c`} : OTTD j (c) < q` then OTTD j+1(c`)
= q`.
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Fig. 5. The concept class C0 ∪ C1 ∪ C2 over X0 ∪ X1 ∪ X2 is constructed in the proof of Theorem 20 for m = 2. The dimensions of concept c2
stabilize only at OTTD3.
Proof. Let ` ≥ 1 and j such that for all c ∈ C0 ∪ · · · ∪C`−1 \ {c`} we have OTTD j (c) < q`. Now every example set
of size q` eliminates all concepts in C`−1 \ {c`} by size. Moreover, all c /∈ C`−1 are inconsistent with c` on X`. Thus,
{(x, c`(x)) x ∈ X`} is an OTT j+1-set for c` of size |X`| = q`.
Claim B2. For all j , for all ` ∈ {1, . . . ,m} : If OTTD j (c`−1) ≥ q` then OTTD j+1(c`) > q`.
Proof. Let ` ≥ 1 and j with OTTD j (c`−1) ≥ q`. First we have that c`−1 is a neighbor concept of c` and that
OTTD j (c`−1) ≥ q` according to the assumption. Second, c` has q` neighbor concepts in C` all of them having
OTTD j (·) ≥ q` (by Claim A1).
Then c` has q` + 1 neighbor concepts with OTTD j (·) ≥ q`. Therefore it follows that OTTD j+1(c`) >
q`.  Claims A1–B2
We now show that for all j ≥ 1, OTTD j (c j ) > OTTD j+1(c j ) = q j . From this it follows that OTTDm(cm) >
OTTDm+1(cm), which proves the theorem.
By counting the neighbor concepts, one can see that OTTD0(c0) = 3 and OTTD1(c0) = 2 and one also quickly
checks thatOTTD0(c1) = OTTD1(c1) = 4 andOTTD2(c1) = 3 = q1. We proceed by induction on j . Let the statement
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be true for 1, . . . , j < m, we show it holds for j + 1. For the OTTD j of the concepts we have: OTTD j (c) ≥ q j for
c ∈ C j ∪ · · · ∪ Cm (by Claim A1); OTTD j (c0), . . . ,OTTD j (c j−1) ≤ q j − 1 (by induction hypothesis); for the other
c ∈ C0 ∪ · · · ∪ C j−1: OTTD j (c) ≤ q j−1 (by Claim A2).
Applying Claim B1 with ` = j + 1 yields OTTD j+1(c j+1) = q j+1. Applying Claim B2 with ` = j + 1 yields
OTTD j+2(c j+1) > q j+1. This proves the claim for j + 1. 
The fixed point of the iterated OTTDs appears to be a natural teachability measure whose values are typically less
than those of the original OTTD. It would be interesting to know whether the fixed point values of the 1-decision lists
are subexponential. However, calculating even OTTD2(1-Dn) looks daunting because to do so we need to know the
OTTD(c) for all c ∈ 1-Dn and it was already cumbersome to derive only a bound for one OTTD value in Section 5.1.
6. Related work
The teaching dimension has been studied in the context of online learning by Ben-David and Eiron [8] and by
Rivest and Yin [29] . Relations to other combinatorial parameters of concept classes and to query learning have been
studied by Hegedu˝s [16,17]. Servedio [30] presents a concept class in which the teaching dimensions of the concepts
are hard to compute.
The average teaching dimension has been calculated for several classes. Anthony et al. [5] show that the average
teaching dimension of the class of linearly separable Boolean functions is O(n2). Kuhlmann [22] proves a constant
average teaching dimension for concept classes of VC dimension 1 and investigates balls in {0, 1}n as concept classes.
Kushilevitz et al. [23] give a family of classes with average teaching dimension Ω(
√|C|) and show a general upper
bound of O(
√|C|). It has also be shown [6] that 1-decision lists have an average teaching dimension of O(n). Lee,
Servedio, and Wan [24] showed that k-term DNFs have an average teaching dimension of O(kn).
7. Conclusions and future work
Measuring teachability using the K-dimension instead of the teaching dimension can lead to more plausible
relations between teachability and complexity of Boolean concepts. But this is to some extent built into the class-
dependent and slightly arbitrary measure K .
The optimal teacher teaching dimension depends on the class alone, but is hard to analyze. Therefore, our results
regarding 1-decision lists remain somewhat incomplete. Getting a complete picture of the OTTD for 1-decision lists
should help judging the plausibility of the OTTD, because 1-decision lists have already been subject of investigation
in several learning and teaching frameworks.
Many other notions of reasonable learners can be imagined. It is thus a subject of future research to find a variant
of the teaching dimension that needs no extra assumptions, yields plausible results, and is easy to handle.
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